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1. Recycle My Cell – 2011 at a Glance
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2. Introduction
The Canadian wireless telecommunications industry, under the auspices of the
Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association’s (CWTA) Recycling
Committee, operates Recycle My Cell (RMC), a free national cellular phone
recycling program. The members of CWTA include, among others, wireless
service providers, wireless handset manufacturers and processors.
Recycle My Cell has served as the cell phone recycling stewardship program in
Manitoba since its formal recognition within the province on March 25, 2009. The
Memorandum of Understanding that exists between Manitoba Conservation and
CWTA sets out an obligation for the CWTA to report on the program’s status on a
yearly basis by March 31st.
This report has been prepared by the CWTA and is submitted on behalf of Bell,
Dell Canada Inc., GEEP Inc., GREENTEC, LG Electronics Canada, Inc., Lynx
Mobility, Mobilicity, Motorola Mobility, MTS, Nokia, Research In Motion, Rogers
Communications, Samsung Electronics Canada Inc., SaskTel, Sims Recycling
Solutions, Sony Mobile Communications, TBayTel, TELUS, Videotron, Virgin
Mobile Canada, and WIND Mobile.
CWTA has provided information on several performance indicators:
§
Volumes of cellular devices recovered;
§
Annual survey figures on consumer awareness and propensity to
participate in a mobile device recycling program;
§
Web site traffic and call volume to toll-free number; and
§
Media pick-up statistics.
The CWTA has also provided information concerning items of interest, including:
§
Number of current locations within the province;
§
Current certifications held by processors associated with RMC;
§
The fate of wireless devices recovered through RMC and how they were
managed to the pollution prevention hierarchy;
§
RMC program awareness activities; and
§
Amount of funds donated to charities.

3. Performance Indicators
3.1. Volume of cellular devices collected
RMC is a national program that utilizes a return-to-retail model for device
recovery. Participating members will recycle any wireless device or accessory
that is returned to them regardless of whether the device was purchased there.
In total, through all means identified below, 23,501 devices were recovered. The
chart below provides a breakdown and additional details follow.
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Program
Recycle My Cell
RMC member
internal initiatives
Call2Recyle
Total

Cell phone recovery in Manitoba
2011
Method
Quantity (units)
Drop-off locations
5,503
Mail-back
689
Various
16,272
Drop-off locations

1,037
23,501

2010
Quantity (units)
6,789
1,472
1,107
2,234
11,602

3.1.1. Volume of devices collected through RMC
In 2011, members recovered 22,464 devices: 6,192 were recovered through
member’s RMC initiatives (5,503 via drop-off locations, another 689 (estimated)
using the mail-back option offered by several RMC partners) and 16,272 through
various internal initiatives.
RMC data represents the results of consumer facing recovery initiatives that
collect devices that are considered to be at the end of their useful life.
Traditionally, the definition of ‘end of life’ implied a device that could no longer be
used for its original purpose; more and more it is becoming clear that the
consumer desire for new, more powerful devices, has changed the definition of
‘end of life’ – especially for wireless devices – simply to mean a device that is no
longer desirable to that consumer. This shift has led to new recovery initiatives
instituted by our members in an effort to capture this material.
In 2011, several members began to offer various Trade-in incentives1 to
consumers. These programs all promoted the return of newer devices, often via
a monetary incentive. Recovery data, for those programs that were able to
provide, has been included with the total volume of devices recovered.
3.1.2. Volume of devices collected through other member initiatives
As noted in the 2010 Annual Report, devices are often returned to a member for
a variety of reasons including buyer’s remorse or damage. It is important to factor
this data into the discussion about cell phone recovery because these devices
represent material that has been effectively removed from the “available for
collection” pool but without any formal mechanism to account for recovery.
CWTA, with its members, has begun to collect data regarding diversion methods
employed internally for devices that are returned to members by other means.
The ultimate goal of this exercise is to report this data as part of RMC - without
differentiating it from the rest of the data - as this is an additional collection
mechanism for devices. Based on data available for 2011, it is estimated2 that
1

See Appendix B for samples of Trade-in programs available to consumers in 2011.
Estimates must be used for this data because it is not tracked on a provincial basis. The majority of devices are sent to a
central facility for triage. To determine the allocation for Manitoba CWTA looked at the national figures and assigned the
same percentage that accounted for the number of devices recycled at physical locations within the province.

2
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an additional 16,272 devices were diverted from entering the recycling stream
within the province as a result of refurbishment and reuse efforts within
participating members’ organizations.
In addition to what is collected by carrier and manufacturer members, processors
involved in RMC may also have their own programs for cell phone recovery. In
some cases these programs provide charities with payment for phones that they
collect, while other programs represent contractual arrangements with
organizations dealing with asset management requirements. Nationally 70,788
devices have been recovered through those means.
CWTA will continue to work with its members to more accurately identify the
means in which these devices are recovered and to define the quantities that this
represents on a provincial basis. This work will serve as an important step in
ascertaining the amount of product that is actually available for potential
collection and will help to quantify the amounts being diverted from landfill.
Having said this, CWTA will note that there is no mechanism in place that
compels a non-member to provide this information and as such, even with the
efforts made by members, there may well continue to be a sizable gap in data.
3.1.3. Volume of devices collected by other programs
While RMC has been formally recognized as a cell phone steward within the
province, it is important to note that it is not the only program that actively solicits
consumers for their cell phones. RMC currently participates in a data sharing
arrangement with Call2Recycle. The Call2Recycle collection system employs a
combination return-to-retail /depot model and works in conjunction with their
battery recovery program. In 2011, Call2Recycle reported collecting 1,037
devices.
As third-party organizations increasingly see value in used mobile devices there
is an increase in the number of programs and groups collecting phones3. There
are many not for profit organizations across the country that actively encourage
Canadians to donate unwanted mobile devices in order to generate funds from
recycling and reusing the devices. In addition, there are also ‘for profit’ ventures
that collect phones by providing some sort of incentive – either directly to
consumers or to their collectors – to do so. Data for these ventures is not
currently being reported.
3.2. Annual survey figured on consumer awareness and propensity to
participate in a mobile device recycling program
Quorus Consulting Group was commissioned to conduct a national survey,
similar in scope to those in 2009 and 2010, to:
§
Follow-up on how Canadians deal with unused cell phones;
§
Evaluate Canadians’ likelihood of using a cell phone recycling program;
§
Gauge Canadians’ awareness of cell phone recycling programs; and
3

See Appendix C for a partial list of recovery programs accessible by Canadians.
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§

Evaluate Canadians’ awareness of specific cell phone recycling programs.

Over 4,000 Canadians, 18 years and older, with a minimum of 400 respondents
in each province, were contacted to participate in this telephone survey.
Survey results for 2011
Annual surveys undertaken since the launch of this program have been an
effective way in which to gauge public awareness, monitor implementation and
identify trends.
The 2011 National Cell Phone Recycling Study indicated that public awareness
of the RMC program is growing. Almost half of all Canadians (49%) are aware of
cell phone recycling programs in general. Of those, 27% are aware of RMC
program partners. Encouragingly, 15% of survey respondents knew of the RMC
program. This is a welcome upward trend over the past two years (10% in 2009
and 12% in 2010).
A more detailed analysis of the survey results has revealed the following trends
in Manitoba:4

The data indicates that 10% of Manitobans recycled their last phone (an increase
of 3 percentage points over 2010); 17% gave away or sold their previous cell
phone (a decrease of 3 percentage points); and 7% of Manitobans reported that
they threw their old cell phone in the garbage (an increase of 3 percentage
points). In Manitoba, 46% of residents simply store their old cellular phone, a
marginal decline over 2010 but an increase of 2 percentage points over 2009.

4

Note that only key data trends are reflected in the graphs. Therefore percentages indicated will not equal 100%.
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The data indicates that 33% of Manitobans with a cell phone in storage did not
recycle their previous cell phone because they did not know what to do with it.
This is an increase of 14 percentage points over 2010, when 19% did not know
what else to do with it.
32% of respondents stated that they were keeping their phone as a backup (a
decrease of 2 percentage points over 2010) and 11% were keeping their old cell
phone for a future need. Consumers seem increasingly reluctant to get rid of old
devices.
CWTA will work more closely with organizations responsible for waste
management and recycling within the province to promote recycling options that
exist within the province.

The data indicates that 76% of respondents with a phone in storage would be
willing to recycle or return their old cell phone, a slight increase over 2010 and an
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upward trend since 2009. 15% said they would not recycle or return it (a
decrease of 2 percentage points over last year), and 9% did not know.
Consumers continue to show a willingness to deal responsibly with their devices.

The data indicates that in 2011, 37% of Manitobans recycled their cell phones
through a cellular service provider. This represents an increase of 18 percentage
points over 2010.
Furthermore, the data indicates that 14% of respondents returned their devices
to a municipal depot for special/hazardous waste, a decrease of 6 percentage
points over 2010. The decrease in the percentage of respondents recycling their
cell phones through municipal depots stands in contrast to last year’s results
when municipal depots were the preferred means through which Manitobans
recycled their old cell phones.
Based on the data, consumers are clearly looking to recycle their cell phones by
the most convenient means possible. CWTA will continue to work with its
members in offering a convenient and easy method for cell phone recycling,
however, the decision to actually recycle a device continues to rest with the
consumer.
Survey results compared 2009 - 2011
With the addition of the most current survey results, CWTA is able to analyze the
data to determine trends. As was the case in 2010, it is evident that the majority
of obsolete phones within the province are being kept out of landfills although this
does not necessarily lend itself to an increase in recycling. It is apparent that the
majority of respondents with unused phones favoured storing them.
In order to better understand the overall impact from 2009 to 2011, the following
comparisons were made between Manitoba and Canada:
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The data indicates that willingness to recycle among Manitoba respondents is up
4 percentage points over 2009. This trends higher than the Canadian average
over all 3 years.

The data indicates that 10% of Manitoba respondents recycled their phone in
2011, an increase of 3 percentage points over the previous year. However, the
data also indicates that Manitoba is slightly below the national average when it
comes to recycling old cell phones.
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45% of Manitoba residents are aware of recycling programs for cell phones in
general which is an increase over both 2009 and 2010 but still below the national
average.
17% of Manitobans were aware of RMC when asked by the surveyor, up from
9% in 2010. While awareness of cell phone recycling has increased nationally
year on year since 2009, Manitobans’ awareness of cell phone recycling has
increased to a three-year high, representing an upward trend after a decline in
awareness in 2010.
Data was not collected to gauge the awareness level of other recycling programs
at the provincial level.
RMC is making positive strides within the province in terms of increasing
program awareness and the message for how to effectively deal with cell phones
is reaching consumers in Canada. With the formal approval of the program within
the province, as well as joint initiatives with Green Manitoba and other
stewardship agencies, RMC expects to see even more positive movement.
CWTA, and its participating members, have undertaken various promotional
activities to raise awareness about cell phone recycling and the RMC program.
These initiatives are outlined in Section 7 of this annual report. Initiatives that will
continue to promote RMC include:
§
Sponsorship of events like Waste Reduction Week in Canada;
§
RMC material on stakeholder Web sites;
§
Promotional materials (including brochures, posters, tent cards and
banner/button ads) for municipal and other third-party sites;
§
News Canada stories for inclusion in newspapers or Web sites;
§
Press releases highlighting latest developments regarding RMC;
§
Paid advertising to support specific events; and
§
Public service announcements (English and French versions).
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An increase in cell phone recycling awareness may not correlate directly to an
increase in the number of devices that are collected in the province by the RMC
program. Although RMC is the approved stewardship program operating within
the province it is not the only program recovering phones. Having said that, RMC
will not inhibit the ability of another program to recover used devices nor will it
monitor the behavior of these programs.
3.3.
Web site traffic and call volume to toll-free number
CWTA maintains a Web site (www.recyclemycell.ca/www.recyclemoncell.ca) that
serves as the central hub for the program. Information about recycling, member
programs, and collection sites is readily available to consumers via this site.
Consumers can also call a toll-free number (1-888-797-1740) for information.
Web site traffic and call volume (January to December 2011)
§
RMC Web site logged 30,651 unique visits.
§
2,298 database searches for recycling locations in Manitoba (based on the
postal code entered at time of search).
§
7 calls to the RMC toll-free number originated from Manitoba.
3.4. Media pick-up statistics
CWTA continues to use News Canada as a valuable tool for program promotion.
News Canada is a paid service that provides articles, free of charge, for use by
publications and Web sites.
News Canada stories were picked up by 8 publications; none of these originated
within Manitoba.
In addition, Recycle My Cell has been mentioned in several national news
articles around Earth Day5, as well as in stories about the Private Members Bill
for Universal Cell Phone Chargers6 which received substantial coverage.

4. Number of Drop-off Locations
In 2011 there were 131 drop-off locations within Manitoba; this is an increase of
28 locations over 2010. The vast majority of these locations are affiliated with
carrier member programs. The Source locations joined the Recycle My Cell
program during the year.

5. Processor Members and Certifications
Program members use certified third-party processors to manage their materials.
The business relationship is directly between the member and the processor;

5
6

See Appendix D for stories.
See Appendix E for stories.
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each member carefully chooses their third-party to ensure that they meet all the
necessary environmental standards.
All of the processors involved with the RMC program are ISO certified and/or
verified under Electronic Products Recycling Association’s (EPRA) Recycling
Vendor Qualification Program (RVQP), meaning they have an environmental
management system in place which ensures accountability and knowledge of the
associated environmental impacts. Material recovered through member
programs in Manitoba is responsibly recycled by Global Electric Electronic
Processing Inc. (GEEP), GREENTEC and Sims Recycling Solutions7.

6. Handset Manufacturers and Improving Product Life Cycle
Management
RMC handset manufacturers continue their efforts to eliminate or to reduce the
environmental impacts of a product throughout its life cycle.
Handset manufacturers have worked as part of the GSM Association to
implement a cross-industry standard for a universal charger for new mobile
phones. The adoption of Micro-USB as the common universal charging interface
will allow the industry to potentially eliminate up to 51,000 metric tonnes of
duplicate chargers world-wide. 2012 has been set as the year by which the
majority of new phones available globally will support the universal charger
connector. The universal charger will also have a higher efficiency rating. In
addition to reducing waste and saving energy, a common charger will also
provide improved consumer convenience since they will be able to use the same
charger for future handsets.
In addition, the wireless industry has continued the trend toward multi-functional
devices which eliminate the need for multiple devices. This allows consumers to
purchase only one item which provides multiple services – for instance the ability
to access the internet, play music and take photos with a smartphone – that
relieves the need to manufacture individual devices. These devices also tend to
be smaller and more efficient than their individual counterparts.
Some examples of individual initiatives that have been taken include:
§

7

Every new mobile phone and accessory that Motorola Mobility Inc.
designs is assessed for compliance with materials regulations, energy
performance and packaging minimization. Its entire mobile device product
range is now free from Brominated Flame Retardants (BFR) and contains
no PVC or phthalates.

See Appendix F for copies of certificates.
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One of Motorola Mobility’s focus areas has been cutting the environmental
impact of chargers. This involved significant reductions to the standby
power consumption, when the charger is plugged in to the mains but not
connected to a mobile phone. The second major challenge was to achieve
a ‘universal charger’ for the industry. Motorola Mobility collaborated with
16 other leading mobile operators and manufacturers and the GSM
Association to agree a specification for a ‘universal charger’ that is
compatible with products from any manufacturer. Potentially 50 percent
less chargers could be manufactured and transported each year cutting an
estimated 13.6 to 21.8 million tonnes of CO2 equivalent emissions from
the industry’s carbon footprint.
In 2011 Motorola Mobility launched a 'dual port universal charger' the 4W
Iconic. This has a low 0.1W standby power and enables two devices to be
charged simultaneously. 4W Iconic has 38% less materials than the two
chargers it can replace. Also in 2011 Motorola Mobility launched the
universal power pack (P893) with as many green attributes as possible.
Like all Motorola Mobility chargers it is free from BFR and contains no
PVC or phthalates. In addition, 25 percent of the plastic casing is made
from recycled water bottle plastic and the product life cycle is certified
CarbonFree®.
Since the launch of Motorola Mobility’s first CarbonFree® certified feature
phone in 2008, it has launched a number of CarbonFree® certified
chargers and smartphones. These select products are certified as
CarbonFree® through Motorola Mobility’s alliance with Carbonfund.org™.
Each CarbonFree® product undergoes a rigorous life cycle assessment to
determine the product carbon footprint. Motorola Mobility then purchases
sufficient carbon offsets to match the amount of greenhouse gas
emissions estimated to be emitted during manufacturing, distribution and
use of the product during its life cycle.
§

Nokia has been driving environmental improvements systematically
across their mobile product portfolio for years, and aim to continuously
improve the environmental attributes of all their mobile products. During
the last decade, Nokia has been able to reduce the environmental impact
of their products – measured by the greenhouse gas emissions through
the entire product lifecycle – by up to 50%, while also introducing new
features and capabilities that allow the mobile device to be used in many
other ways than just for calling. In 2011, they introduced five new Eco
Hero devices, including the Nokia 7008, their greenest smartphone, which
uses renewable and recycled materials such as bio-paints, bio-plastics,

8

Nokia 700 is Nokia's greenest smartphone to date: Energy efficiency: Power Save mode, ambient light sensor, unplug
charger reminder, OLED display, Nokia Fast Charger AC-15; Materials: free of PVC, BFR and RFR, contains recycled
metals, bio plastics, bio paints and recycled plastics; Eco content and services: available at Nokia Store Green Channel;
Recycling: all materials of this device can be recovered as materials and energy; Packaging: 100% recyclable; and User
manual: in-device e-guide, quick guide in the sales box.
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recycled plastics and recycled metals, as well as the Nokia Asha 200 and
201, their lowest-priced Eco Hero devices. In addition, each and every
Nokia device and accessory has Eco Profile9 allowing consumers to find
more details about their device’s product sustainability features.
§

Samsung Electronics Canada Inc. has continued its focus on
environmentally conscious products, including the popular ReclaimTM
mobile phone which gives consumers an option for a green yet feature
packed device. Reclaim™ is made from 100% biodegradable, corn-based
bioplastic, a renewable source and the packaging is entirely recyclable.
The handset contains no PVCs, flame retardants, phthalates, mercury,
lead, or cadmium. In addition, all Samsung Canada’s mobile devices
have power supplies that are ENERGY STAR Canada compliant.

§

Sony Mobile Communications has worked to broaden the use of
GreenHeart™ across its portfolio since the launch of the Sony Ericsson
C901 GreenHeart™ in 2009. This commitment includes incorporating
GreenHeart™ credentials into its phones and accessories by using postconsumer recycled plastics, waterborne paint10, chargers with a no-load
power consumption of ≤ 30 mW and minimized packaging. Recycled
plastics help to reduce the use of oil based virgin plastics and waterborne
paints lower emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) compared
to solvent-borne paints. Xperia™ P and Xperia™ U are both examples of
phones that contain recycled plastics and waterborne paint.
Sony Mobile Communications has also identified two broader goal that it
intends to reach by 2015: (1) reduce the total greenhouse gas emissions
from the full life cycle of Sony Mobile Communications’ products by 15%
(based on 2008 levels); and (2) reduce the total greenhouse gas
emissions from Sony Mobile Communications’ internal activities by 20%
(based on 2008 levels).

7. Management of Recovered Product
Products that are recovered through the RMC member programs are diverted
from landfill as a result of reuse, recycling or recovery.
Of the devices recovered in 2011 in Manitoba, it is estimated that 78% were sent
for recycling while 22% were sent for refurbishment and reuse.
Reuse – Using established industry approved recycling and reuse practices, cell
phone carriers and manufacturers refurbish damaged products that meet specific
9

These can be found on the Nokia Web site: http://www.nokia.com/global/about-nokia/people-and-planet/sustainabledevices/sustainable-devices/www.nokia.com/sustainable-devices and http://www.nokia.com/global/about-nokia/peopleand-planet/impact/products/products/
10
The Sony Ericsson Xperia™ mini received the EISA Green Smart Phone 2011 – 2012 award – testament to their
GreenHeart™ work and commitment.
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functionality requirements for resale. Since a phone destined for reuse is resupplied into the market it is 100% diverted from landfill.
Recycling - Handsets not suitable for reuse are sent to approved downstream
processors where they are either disassembled for harvesting spare parts or
ground down for the recovery of precious metals. Of those phones entering the
recycling process, 96% of the original input by weight is material that is diverted
from landfill and destined for recycling, reclamation and recovery.
Recovery - The 4% of the product that is not recyclable is mainly made up of
plastics that are found in most cell phones; this material is recovered as
fuel/energy in the precious metal refining process. Device manufacturers
continue to take steps to improve the recyclability of their devices and processors
continually refining their processes to reduce the amount of non-recoverable
material associated with the recycling of cell phones and accessories.

8. Recycle My Cell Program Awareness Activities
Since RMC is an umbrella program, the promotion of cell phone recycling occurs
in two ways: through activities of participating members in relation to their
corporate programs and through CWTA.
8.1. Corporate program initiatives
Corporate recycling programs have included consumer awareness campaigns in
the past and the extent of corporate marketing for cellular phone recycling has
not diminished with the implementation of CWTA’s program and awareness
initiatives.
Promotional materials: Over the course of 2011 wireless carriers have continued
to build program awareness by placing RMC branding on corporate marketing
materials like in-store posters and tent cards. Each participating carrier
continues to have its own marketing plans in place. For example, The Source
incorporated the RMC logo into its ads as well as in-store materials.11
Web sites: In addition, carriers continue to increase the visibility of recycling
programs by ensuring that the information is readily accessible to customers
upgrading their phones via corporate Web sites. Participating manufacturers
also include RMC branding on their corporate Web sites. This identifies their
corporate programs as a participant in the national industry-wide initiative.
Social Media: Carrier members have included information about their programs
on Facebook pages12.

11
12

See Appendix G for examples of promotional materials.
See Appendix H for samples.
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Other promotional initiatives: Carrier members have promoted their programs via
press releases13.
Carriers have also worked in partnership with media divisions of their companies
to support their recycling initiatives. The Bell Blue Box program was featured as
part of the July 5th episode of BellMedia’s APP Central. The segment was also
repeated the same week on both CTV News Channel and C24.
Staff training: Carriers continue to foster program awareness internally with their
staff so that they are able to provide accurate information to their customers. This
is done with regular reminders via internal Web sites and blogs. Bell, for
example, has produced an on-line training module14 that is a required element to
new store associate’s training.
8.2. CWTA initiatives
CWTA reviews the results of its annual survey to ascertain trends in consumer
awareness and behavior concerning cell phone recycling. Based on those results
CWTA works to devise program promotion initiatives with the goal of increasing
the level of awareness concerning cell phone recycling. CWTA also continues to
promote the program with methods that have shown positive results.
Sponsorship of events:
In 2011, Recycle My Cell was the sole national sponsor for Waste Reduction
Week in Canada lending support to the “Recycle My Cell Student Challenge”.
The “Recycle My Cell Student Challenge”, piloted in 2010 to promising results,
challenged schools to collect the most phones in their province for an opportunity
to win prizes. 2011 was marked with a substantial increase in the number of
schools registered nationally. Schools were informed of the Challenge through a
national press release15, contest details on the Waste Reduction Week in
Canada Web site and through each of the participating provincial councils; how
this information was conveyed by the councils would differ based on the
approach preferred by each region. Recycle My Cell received valuable support
from Manitoba Association of Regional Recyclers in this endeavor.
The Recycle My Cell Challenge was also promoted via press releases, the
Waste Reduction Week in Canada Web site, the Recycle My Cell Web site and
on Facebook and Twitter.
The winning school in each participating province or territory won a cash
donation. In addition, Recycle My Cell partners teamed up to provide a wireless
device to the winning school to be awarded by the school to a student deemed
the most deserving based on their environmental commitment and initiative. In
13
14
15

See Appendix I for press release samples.
See Appendix J for the introductory page to Bell’s online training module and information provided to employees.
See Appendix K for press releases and promotional materials supporting Waste Reduction Week in Canada.
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2010, the Student Challenge did not have any participants within the province; in
2011, 2 schools participated with École Lagimodière coming out on top.
Nationally, 6,214 cell phones were recovered through the challenge in 2011,
compared to 3,854 last year16.
CWTA is optimistic that the next Student Challenge will see a further increase in
participation within the province.
Recycle My Cell branded program: The Recycle My Cell program is open to
third-party locations interested in hosting a drop-off location to support cell phone
recovery efforts.
Third-party locations, such as municipal waste depots, not for profit organizations
and other parties not affiliated with current RMC members, can serve as drop-off
locations simply by registering with CWTA.
Once the registration is approved, locations receive all the elements that they
require for phone recovery (postage paid boxes, posters and pamphlets) as well
as information concerning the most frequently asked questions about our
program and cell phone recycling.
The Recycle My Cell branded program currently has 482 locations, two (2) of
which are located in Manitoba. Cell phones collected through the program are
accounted for in the collection totals in Section 3.1.
Social Media: CWTA developed a Facebook page for RMC that was used to
promote the various events that RMC was part of. In addition, CWTA has been
promoting cell phone recycling via its @recyclemoncell Twitter account17.
YouTube video: CWTA developed a public service announcement18 in both
French and English to promote Recycle My Cell. This PSA has been posted to
YouTube and also provided to relevant waste management contacts within each
province for their information and use.
RMC Web site: The CWTA maintains a Web site (www.recyclemycell.ca and
www.recyclemoncell.ca) that serves as the central hub for the program.
Information about the RMC recovery program, recycling, member programs,
current collection sites and steps to clear personal information is readily available
to consumers via this site. This site also includes links to the mail-back options
that are in place through member programs. Consumers with additional
questions about the program are encouraged to contact RMC representatives via
an email address that has been established for this purpose
(info@recyclemycell.ca / info@recyclemoncell.ca).
16
17
18

See Appendix L for list of winning schools and totals. (This data is included in the overall recovery total.)
See Appendix K for Facebook and Twitter feeds.
See http://www.youtube.com/user/canadianwireless#p/u/0/gNacWvxVP4E to view PSA.
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Third-party Web sites: Recycle My Cell continues to receive positive support from
environmentally related organizations, such as Green Action Centre, Winnipeg
311, Pitch-in Canada and Environment Canada.19 .
Toll-free number: Consumers without Internet access can call a toll-free number
(1-888-797-1740) operated by CWTA staff to access information about RMC.
Inquiries related to other material categories are forwarded to appropriate
organizations where they exist.
Promotional materials: Promotional materials (recovery boxes, brochures, tent
cards and posters20) have been developed for use at municipal and community
sites that support the Recycle My Cell recovery program, at dealer sites that do
not run their own program and wherever else such materials may be required.
The bilingual brochure provides details about the RMC program, including the
Web site address and toll-free number for those requiring further information. The
5”x7” bilingual tent card or 11”x17” poster (available in either English or French),
identifies the municipal site or dealer site as a RMC drop-off location and
includes the Web site address.
This material is updated regularly to reflect changes made to the program.
News Canada stories: CWTA continues to use News Canada as a valuable tool
for program promotion. News Canada is a paid service that provides articles, free
of charge, for use by publications and Web sites. This has shown to be an
effective way of including the Recycle My Cell story in community newspapers
and on Web sites that often look for content from external sources. These story
pick-ups are then monitored and tracked by News Canada and that information is
provided to the CWTA.
Press releases: CWTA develops and distributes both targeted and national press
releases to coincide with activities that RMC participates in. As an example,
support of Waste Reduction Week was announced in a national release. In
addition, announcements regarding the number of phones that have been
recovered are issued to coincide with Earth Day21.
Paid advertising: CWTA developed and ran RMC ads in select markets, including
Winnipeg22, to coincide with Earth Day.
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See Appendix M for examples.
See Appendix N for samples of the RMC brochure, tent card and posters.
See Appendix O for Earth Day Press Release.
See Appendix P for examples of paid ads.
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9. Donation to Charity
A donation to participating charities is made for each device returned through the
various member recycling programs. Some of the charities benefiting from
proceeds include: Tree Canada, Food Banks Canada, Jour de la Terre Québec,
Green Action Center and the Provincial Association of Transition Houses of
Saskatchewan, as well as many other local charities across the country. In 2011,
the participating recycling programs that are part of Recycle My Cell raised over
$428,000 for local and national charitable organizations.

10. Conclusion
The CWTA and its members remain committed to the RMC program and
providing residents of Manitoba with a free, convenient and accessible method to
dispose of their unwanted wireless devices and accessories. RMC members
continue to make efforts in developing strategies for greener products and in
minimizing the impact of their product at the end-of-life.
Working together – with Manitoba Conservation, Green Manitoba, Manitoba
residents and other stakeholders – will ensure many successful years to come.
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Appendix A
List of current drop-off locations in Manitoba
Drop-Off Locations – Manitoba	
  
MTS Connect

ALTONA

MB

R0G 0B0

MTS Connect

ARBORG

MB

R0C 0A0

MTS Connect

ASHERN

MB

R0C 0E0

MTS Connect

BEAUSEJOUR

MB

R0E 0C0

MTS Dealer

BRANDON

MB

R7A 0J4

MTS Connect

BRANDON

MB

R7A 5B4

Rogers Plus

BRANDON

MB

R7A 5C5

MTS Dealer

BRANDON

MB

R7A 7G3

MTS Connect

BRANDON

MB

R7A 7S1

The Source

BRANDON

MB

R7A 5C5

The Source

BRANDON

MB

R7A 7S1

MTS Dealer

BRANDON

MB

R7B 0N1

Rogers Plus

BRANDON

MB

R7B 0R9

MTS Connect

CARMAN

MB

R0G 0J0

MTS Dealer

DAUPHIN

MB

R7N 1A4

North of 51 Designs & Computers

DAUPHIN

MB

R7N 1H2

MTS Connect

DAUPHIN

MB

R7N 3H4

The Source

DAUPHIN

MB

R7N 3H4

Sears Flin Flon

FLIN FLON

MB

R8A 1J7

MTS Connect

FLIN FLON

MB

R8A 1J9

MTS Connect

GIMLI

MB

R0C 1B0

MTS Connect

KILLARNEY

MB

R0K 1G0

MTS Dealer

LAC DU BONNET

MB

R0E 1A0

MTS Connect

MINNEDOSA

MB

R0J 1E0

Evergreen Environmental Technologies

MINNEDOSA

MB

R0J 1E0

MTS Connect

MORDEN

MB

R6M 1C3

MTS Connect

MORRIS

MB

R0G 1K0

MTS Connect

NEEPAWA

MB

R0J 1H0

Rogers Wireless

NEEPAWA

MB

R0J 1H0

Phone Corner

PINE FALLS

MB

R0E 1M0

The Source

PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE
PORTAGE LA
PRAIRIE

MB

R1N 0G5

MB

B9A 2R7

MB

R1N 0N9

Reimer Antenna Service
MTS Connect
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MTS Dealer

RATHWELL

MB

R0G 1S0

MTS Dealer

ROBLIN

MB

R0L 1P0

MTS Connect

RUSSELL

MB

R0J 1W0

The Source

SELKIRK

MB

R1A 4M2

MTS Connect

SELKIRK

MB

R1A 4M2

The Source

STEINBACH

MB

R5G 1T7

MTS Connect

STEINBACH

MB

R5G 1Y2

Nickel Communications

STEINBACH

MB

R5G 1Y5

MTS Dealer

STEINBACH

MB

R5G 1Z1

MTS Dealer

STONEWALL

MB

R0C 2Z0

MTS Connect

STONEWALL

MB

R0C 2Z0

Rogers Wireless

STONEWALL

MB

R0C 2Z0

MTS Connect

SWAN RIVER

MB

R0L 1Z0

MTS Dealer

THE PAS

MB

R9A 1K2

Sound Innovation

THE PAS

MB

R9A 1K2

MTS Connect

THE PAS

MB

R9A 1S4

MTS Dealer

THE PAS

MB

R9A 1S4

Connect 24/7

THOMPSON

MB

R8N 0M

Rogers Plus

THOMPSON

MB

R8N 0M5

MTS Connect

THOMPSON

MB

R8N 0M7

MTS Connect

VIRDEN

MB

R0M 2C0

The Source

WINKLER

MB

R6W 2S2

MTS Connect

WINKLER

MB

R6W 2S2

Nickel Communications

WINKLER

MB

R6W 4B3

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 3A8

Moga Mobile

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4C7

Virgin Mobile

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4J2

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4J2

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4J2

Rogers

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4J2

The Phone Experts - Communications
Ltd.
Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R2C 4J2

WINNIPEG

MB

R2G 0Y4

Rogers

WINNIPEG

MB

R2H 0R5

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2H 0T4

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R2H 0T4

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R2J 0H3

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R2J 0K4

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R2J 3T3
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MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2J 3W7

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2J 3Z7

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2K 2M2

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R2L 1L8

Brian Reimer Audio

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 3T1

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5E4

iPIX Digital Co.

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5E4

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5E5

Virgin Mobile

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5E5

TELUS Store

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5E5

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2M 5L3

The Phone Experts - Communications
Ltd.
Airsource

WINNIPEG

MB

R2N 0A2

WINNIPEG

MB

R2T 2N3

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R2V 3C9

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R2V 3E1

Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R2V 3E1

Empowered Communications Inc.

WINNIPEG

MB

R2V 3E1

Micro-Hightech Communications Ltd.

WINNIPEG

MB

R2W 3T6

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R2X 2L6

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R3B 3H6

Moga Mobile

WINNIPEG

MB

R3B 3H6

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3B 3H6

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3B 3H6

Empowered Communications Inc.

WINNIPEG

MB

R3C 3H6

Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R3C 3Z3

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3C 3Z8

iPIX Digital Co.

WINNIPEG

MB

R3C 3Z8

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0S7

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0V1

Virgin Mobile

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

Fido

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

Rogers

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

TELUS Store

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

TELUS Store

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 0W4

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3G 3J7

MTS Dealer

WINNIPEG

MB

R3H 0L1
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MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3H 0W1

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3J 0P6

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3K 0Z1

Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R3K 0Z6

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R3K 2G6

Empowered Communications Inc.

WINNIPEG

MB

R3K 2G6

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3M 0W3

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3M 2A5

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R3M 2A6

Rogers Wireless

WINNIPEG

MB

R3M 2L6

Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R3M 2M7

Rogers Plus

WINNIPEG

MB

R3N 1Z2

Telco Supply

WINNIPEG

MB

R3P 0Y4

TELUS Store

WINNIPEG

MB

R3P 2M4

The Source

WINNIPEG

MB

R3P 2M4

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3P 2M6

Empowered Communications Inc.

WINNIPEG

MB

R3T 2B3

Airsource

WINNIPEG

MB

R3T 2H5

Rogers

WINNIPEG

MB

R3T 2H5

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3T 5J9

MTS Connect

WINNIPEG

MB

R3Y 1A1

Kleysen Group LP

WINNIPEG

MB

R3Y 1N3
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Appendix B
BlackBerry Trade-up Program
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FidoTRADE Program
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Mobilicity trade-in credit
Mobilicity gives Canadians 101 new "green" reasons to switch onto affordable, unlimited
network
Canada Newswire
Tue Nov 1 2011, 9:00am ET
Dateline: TORONTO, Nov. 1, 2011

Carrier heads into pre-holiday season with $100 trade-in credit plus environmentally friendly
handset recycling program
TORONTO, Nov. 1, 2011 /CNW/ - Mobilicity today marked the launch of its handset recycling program
with a lucrative new way for customers of other carriers to upgrade their mobile phones and switch
onto Mobilicity's affordable, unlimited talk, text and data network.
Wireless consumers will receive a $100 trade-in credit when they switch to Mobilicity and recycle their
previously used handsets through Mobilicity's recycling program.
"We're giving the 78% of Canadians who don't recycle their mobile devices 101 green reasons to
switch to Mobilicity," said Chief Customer Officer Anthony Booth. "Not only will we recycle your old
handset in an environmentally responsible manner but we'll give you a $100 credit for bringing your
number and old device to Mobilicity. It's a win-win."
Mobilicity is a participant in Recycle My Cell, the national recycling program for mobile devices
designed to raise awareness of recycling and keep handsets from entering Canada's landfills. The
program is run by the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA), of which Mobilicity
is a member.
Trade-in credit details
Mobilicity's trade-in credit is available at Mobilicity stores across Canada to new customers who
transfer their number to Mobilicity from another mobile provider for a limited time. To receive the $100
trade-in credit, customers must switch their number to Mobilicity and bring in their used handset (must
power-on). New customers who switch their numbers over to Mobilicity without recycling handsets will
receive a $50 credit.
About Mobilicity (DAVE Wireless)
Mobilicity, Canada's smart mobile carrier, was created to bring down the cost of 2ireless with unlimited
talk, text and data plans, affordable North American coverage, plus popular handsets and
smartphones - without locking customers into contracts or charging extra or hidden fees. Everything
Mobilicity does adds up to a better wireless experience, not an expensive one. NOW THAT'S SMART.
Formerly known as Data & Audio-Visual Enterprises Wireless Inc. (DAVE Wireless), the company is
led by Obelysk, a diversified Canadian holding company, and Quadrangle Capital Partners, a global
investor in the telecommunications and media sectors. Mobilicity was named one of Canada's Top 25
Up and Coming Information & Communication Technology start-ups in 2010 by the Branham Group
Inc. Further information about Mobilicity can be found at www.mobilicity.ca.
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The Source TRADE-UP Program
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Appendix C
Sample of recovery programs in Canada that are not part of RMC

Operator	
  |	
  
Program	
  Name	
  

About	
  

Ontario Electronics
Stewardship | Recycle
Your Electronics

Accepted items include: pagers, personal digital assistants, cordless
telephones, telephones, cell phones, personal handheld
computers/tablets.
Engages a number of retailers as collection locations, including:
Staples, Home Hardware, Future Shop and Best Buy.
RYE is funded by the fees that the provincial government charges
electronic producers.
Currently hold eWaste round-up days.
Has partnered with recycling locations throughout Canada, including
Future Shop, RONA, Home Depot, Canadian Tire, the Apple Store,
Zellers, Sears, Fido, Bell World. In fact, over 60,000 U.S. and
Canadian retailers take part.
Takes unwanted electronics and determines whether they can be reused by a not-for-profit organization. If not, they are recycled.
Offers depots in Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver, Barrie, Toronto,
Victoria, Ottawa, Montreal and Dartmouth.
Provides specialty programs for offices, schools and organizations for
cell phones and toners. Boxes for their programs can be ordered
online and are then shipped to the requesting organization.
Phones can be dropped off at various locations around the Toronto
Zoo, at the Bowmanville Zoo or they can be mailed to the Zoo.
Recycled by FCM Recycling.
Funds raised are donated to the Goualougo Triangle Ape Project.
Since 2006, the zoo has recycled over 13,000 cell phones, raising
$10,000 for the conversation of gorilla habitats.
For every cell phone returned, Eco-Cell will make a donation to the
Calgary Zoo’s Conservation Outreach fund, which supports ape
conservation initiatives, including projects for gorillas. Drop them off
at the South Security entrance or at the North or West Gates, at the
Calgary Zoo.
Various municipalities across Canada offer residents green bags to
recycle electronic waste (including cellphones). Residents can leave
unwanted electronics out for collection as per the municipality’s
garbage collection schedule.

Green Manitoba
Call2Recycle

Electronic Recycling
Association

Toronto Zoo | Phone
Apes

Calgary Zoo

Various municipal
programs
City of Toronto
City of Ottawa’s Take It
Back!
City of Burlington
Pizza Pizza Cells for
Slices

CellCycle
ThinkRecycle
Green Calgary

Accepts cell phones and batteries at specific locations.
Pizza Pizza holds an annually cellphone recycling program, called
Cells for Slices, that allow consumers to drop off their previously
used cell phones and receive a free slice of peperoni or cheese
pizza. This is typically done in April to coincide with Earth Month and
is done in partnership with Food Banks Canada and Phones for
Food.
Provide payment to customers (including business and non-profit
groups) for their unwanted cell phones, netbook computers and tablet
devices.
Offer rebates for phones collected by participating organizations,
including groups like the Diabetes Association and David Suzuki
Foundation.
Working phones or those that can be refurbished are:
1) Given to people in shelters to call 911
2) Given to organ transplant patients
3) Sent to areas of the world where there are no land lines (in
accordance with the Basel Convention)
4) Reused in domestic markets for low cost prepaid services and in
warranty replacement and ‘loaner’ and trial programs
Phones that cannot be fixed are recycled in North America according
to electronic waste guidelines.
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Operator	
  |	
  
Program	
  Name	
  

About	
  

Charitable Recycling
Program (operated by
The Wireless Source)

Donated cell phones will be refurbished and put to further use.
Refurbished phones are sent to emerging countries and areas in the
Canada where there is an economic necessity for cell phones for
both safety & communication.
®
Project Redial accepts each and every cell phone handset
(handheld, portable, wireless phone) regardless of brand, age,
condition, technology or operating system. Every cell phone donated
generates a financial contribution to the Canadian Diabetes
Association.
Donated cell phones are sold to a company that recycles them. The
money we receive from recycling cell phones is used to purchase
supplies that we send to troops in need.
Provide cash to customers that mail in their devices.
In-store collection boxes for batteries, ink cartridges, CDs, gift cards
and a number of portable electronics such as cell phones and MP3
players.
Canadian Red Cross receives proceeds from collected materials.

Project ReDial
(Canadian Diabetes
Assoc.)
Cell Phones for
Soldiers Canada
Sell Your Electronics
Best Buy
Children's Community
Equipment Inventory
Cell Phone Recycling
Program (Canadian
Red Cross)
Ready Set Recycle
Recycle My Cell Phone
FlipSwap

Collection network established in Eastern Canada (NB, NS and PEI)
Provide cash to customers that mail in their devices.
Provide cash to customers that mail in their devices.
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Appendix D
Earth Day stories
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Appendix E
RMC mention in Private Member’s Bill story

Hundreds of used cellphones and chargers sit waiting to be recycled at a San Diego startup company, in April of 2010.
REUTERS

Cellphone makers beat NDP to punch on standardized chargers
Ottawa— The Canadian Press
Published Friday, Dec. 02, 2011 2:28PM EST
Last updated Saturday, Dec. 03, 2011 5:50AM EST

Folks buried under a pile of old electronics are bound to get a charge out of this.
A New Democrat MP has proposed legislation that would require cellphone-makers to create a
standardized universal cellphone charger for all new mobile phones sold in Canada.
Trouble is, the industry's already agreed on a universal standard, effective next month.
Glenn Thibeault, the NDP's consumer protection critic, says it's costly, wasteful and environmentally
unsound that most people end up storing or discarding perfectly good chargers every time they buy a
new cellphone.
“With the holiday season in full swing, I know many people will be buying new cellphones for their
family and friends and the benefits of this change would be obvious,” he told the House of Commons
on Friday.
Seems the industry couldn't agree more.
“We had previously met with Mr. Thibeault and explained to him that the global cellphone industry
agreed to a standardized cellphone charger in 2009,” said Marc Choma, spokesman for the Canadian
Wireless Telecommunications Association.
“2012 was set as the goal by when the majority of all new mobile phone models available globally will
support a universal charging connector.”
There are 14 are global signatories to the agreement, including Apple, Research in Motion, Motorola,
Samsung and Nokia.
Mr. Thibeault calls the idea a “simple and cost-effective change that will have positive consequences
for the environment, reduce e-waste, and help save consumers money.”
“Canada's cellphone industry obviously shares Mr. Thibeault's environmental concerns,” Mr. Choma
said in an email.
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“In addition to supporting the global effort on a standardized cellphone charger that is already
underway, we have had a national cellphone and mobile accessories recycling program in place since
2009.”
The program is free – and it accepts old cellphone chargers, regardless of brand or condition.
The agreement was also news to analyst Duncan Stewart who, like Mr. Thibeault, was aware only of a
European Union initiative.
“If there's already a global agreement, then there's obviously not much point to a private member's
bill,” Mr. Stewart said.
“This is the long-term future of the industry. We're going to see more and more of this,” he added.
“It doesn't make a lot of sense to have multiple charger standards. It's not environmentally responsible
and, of course, consumers prefer it when there's a single standard, or at least an adapter that allows
you to use a standard.”
Redundant or not, Mr. Thibeault's proposal may get short-circuited, anyway – private member's bills,
particularly those tabled by opposition MPs, rarely make it into law.
© 2012 The Globe and Mail Inc. All Rights Reserved.

--Standardize cellphone chargers, NDP MP urges
By Laura Payton, CBC News
Posted: Dec 2, 2011 10:30 AM ET
Last Updated: Dec 2, 2011 2:10 PM ET
http://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/story/2011/12/02/pol-cell-phone-chargers-e-waste.html

Standardizing cellphone chargers would cut back on electronic waste, an NDP MP says, as he pitches
a private member's bill to Canadians.
Glenn Thibeault, the NDP's consumer protection critic, says a standard charger for every new
cellphone would save on the amount of e-waste Canadians throw out, and save shoppers money.
Thibeault will present a private member's bill that would make that the law in Canada.
The European Union is already working on standardization, he said, with 14 companies including RIM
and Apple having signed on to an agreement to look at using the same style of charger.
"So if they are able to do it in the EU, then you are able to do it here," Thibeault said.
Thibeault says he hasn't met with the manufacturers yet, but has spoken to the service providers, who
told him that they're starting to see standardization beginning to take place.
Changing chargers frustrating: Thibeault
Thibeault believes if the bill passes, and with manufacturers already moving to standardize, Canada
could achieve it within a year.
Conservative MPs he has spoken to are supportive, said Thibeault, who recently had to replace his
BlackBerry Torch with a Bold after dropping the Torch down the stairs in the House of Commons.
Cellphone technology is about 0.3 per cent of e-waste, with the average consumer switching mobile
devices every 18 to 36 months.
Should cellphone chargers be standardized? Take our survey.
"We all have a charger in our car. We all have a charger at home, in our office," and it's "frustrating" for
consumers to change them every time they get a new phone, he says.
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In the past, Thibeault has tabled private member's bills to create a registry to log concussions and
increase education about head injuries in sports, as well as bills to ensure autism treatment is covered
by provincial health plans and to limit credit card interest rates.
Bill 'redundant,' wireless industry says
A spokesman for the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association says the cell phone industry
agreed in 2009 to standardize their chargers in 2012.
"Cell phones are manufactured for the global marketplace – [they're] not country specific," said Marc
Choma.
"As far as I know, the global cell manufacturers are on track for 2012. With respect to Mr. Thibeault's
bill, while well-intentioned, it is unfortunately redundant in that this issue has already been addressed
by the global industry."
Choma and Thibeault both urged consumers to recycle their electronics.

--MP proposes standardized cellphone chargers; industry already onboard
The Canadian Press Dec 02, 2011 13:59:00 PM

OTTAWA - Folks buried under a pile of old electronics are bound to get a charge out of this.
A New Democrat MP has proposed legislation that would require cellphone-makers to create a
standardized universal cellphone charger for all new mobile phones sold in Canada.
Trouble is, the industry's already agreed on a universal standard, effective next month.
Glenn Thibeault, the NDP's consumer protection critic, says it's costly, wasteful and environmentally
unsound that most people end up storing or discarding perfectly good chargers every time they buy a
new cellphone.
"With the holiday season in full swing, I know many people will be buying new cellphones for their
family and friends and the benefits of this change would be obvious," he told the House of Commons
on Friday.
Seems the industry couldn't agree more.
"We had previously met with Mr. Thibeault and explained to him that the global cellphone industry
agreed to a standardized cellphone charger in 2009," said Marc Choma, spokesman for the Canadian
Wireless Telecommunications Association.
"2012 was set as the goal by when the majority of all new mobile phone models available globally will
support a universal charging connector."
There are 14 are global signatories to the agreement, including Apple, Research in Motion, Motorola,
Samsung and Nokia.
Thibeault calls the idea a "simple and cost-effective change that will have positive consequences for
the environment, reduce e-waste, and help save consumers money."
"Canada's cellphone industry obviously shares Mr. Thibeault's environmental concerns," Choma said
in an email.
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"In addition to supporting the global effort on a standardized cellphone charger that is already
underway, we have had a national cell phone and mobile accessories recycling program in place since
2009."
The program is free — and it accepts old cellphone chargers, regardless of brand or condition.
The agreement was also news to analyst Duncan Stewart who, like Thibeault, was aware only of a
European Union initiative.
"If there's already a global agreement, then there's obviously not much point to a private member's
bill," said Stewart.
"This is the long-term future of the industry. We're going to see more and more of this," he said.
"It doesn't make a lot of sense to have multiple charger standards. It's not environmentally responsible
and, of course, consumers prefer it when there's a single standard, or at least an adapter that allows
you to use a standard."
Redundant or not, Thibeault's proposal may get short-circuited, anyway — private member's bills,
particularly those tabled by opposition MPs, rarely make it into law.
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Appendix F
Global Electric Electronics Processing Inc. (GEEP)
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GREENTEC
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Sims Recycling Solutions
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Appendix G
Corporate promotional materials (Web sites, in-store material, ads)
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Appendix H
Social Media
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Appendix I
Corporate Press Releases
MTS Allstream supports Earth Day 2011
Company empowers employees to reduce environmental footprint in their communities
WINNIPEG, April 21 /CNW/ - On April 22, MTS Allstream employees will join more than six million
Canadians and one billion people in over 180 countries around the world to celebrate Earth Day 2011.
MTS Allstream employees are being encouraged to participate in Earth Day in their communities and
share photos of their green activities on the Company's intranet site.
"Throughout the company, our people are taking action to preserve and enhance the environment,"
said Aliana Rozenek, Chief Human Resources Officer, MTS Allstream. "We are committed to reducing
our impact on the environment and are proud to participate in events like Earth Day that make a
difference in the communities where we live and work."
In addition to Earth Day activities, customers and employees can take advantage of the Company's
following green solutions and initiatives 365 days a year:
– Cell phone recycling - Customers can recycle their cell phones, batteries, chargers, and headsets at
all MTS Connect(TM) stores in Manitoba. Since 2006, nearly 35,000 phones have been reused or
recycled with the proceeds going to the Green Action Centre in Manitoba - a non-profit organization
that promotes greener living through environmental education.
– Electronic billing - Electronic billing is as an option for customers who want to reduce the use of
paper.
– Tele-working - Workplace 2.0 enables MTS Allstream employees in various cities across the country
to telecommute, improve work-life balance and reduce greenhouse gas emissions (GHG). In 2010, the
tele-working program reduced GHG emissions by over 1,000 metric tonnes. For business customers,
MTS Allstream also offers Virtual workplace solutions to help them manage their environment footprint
as well.
MTS Allstream's 2010 Green Report will be available in June 2011 on www.mtsallstream.com. The
report will document facts and perspectives on the Company's environmental performance over the
past several years and its top priorities for 2011 and beyond.
About MTS Allstream
MTS Allstream Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Manitoba Telecom Services Inc. As one of
Canada's leading national communication solutions companies, MTS Allstream provides innovative
communications for the way Canadians want to live and work today. The Company has more than 100
years of experience, with 5,500 employees across Canada dedicated to a mission of delivering true
value as seen through the eyes of our customers. MTS Allstream has nearly two million total customer
connections spanning business customers across Canada and residential consumers throughout the
province of Manitoba. The Company's extensive national broadband and fibre optic network spans
almost 30,000 kilometres. Manitoba Telecom Services Inc.'s common shares are listed on Toronto
Stock Exchange (trading symbol: MBT). Customers, stakeholders and investors who want to learn
more about MTS Allstream are encouraged to visit: www.mtsallstream.com.
-----
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Fido and Evergreen create the “Share Your Care” campaign, gives $100,000 to the
environment
By Kate O'Brien on July 5, 2011 at 8:53am
http://mobilesyrup.com/2011/07/05/fido-and-evergreen-create-the-share-your-care-campaign-gives-100000-to-theenvironment/

Fido has become Canada’s green wireless carrier. They offer a few devices that are made of recycled
products and have several programs that give back to the environment (planting trees, recycling old
cellphones etc). Now Fido has extended their relationship with Evergreen and has come up with the
“Share Your Care” campaign. In total there are 20 green Canadian projects and each of them will
receive a base of $2,500 (totals $50,000), but it gets better as another 50k will be distributed to 3 of the
top projects that receive the most votes. Some of the 20 projects include “Promote wildlife education”,
“Million Tree Challenge” and “Educate on water resources”.
This program starts today and is on until August 14th… more here at shareyourcare.ca .
-----

Make a Difference for Canadians in Need and the Environment this Earth Day
Support food banks by donating used cellular devices to Food Banks Canada's Phones for
Food program
TORONTO, April 19 /CNW/ - Helping Canadians in need while also helping the environment is as
simple as donating your no longer used cell phone or mobile device. Food Banks Canada's
Phones for Food program is an easy way for individuals and businesses to support food banks
while also doing something good by recycling — on Earth Day and every day!
Phones for Food is an award winning recycling program that provides funds to the food bank
community across the country while redirecting consumer waste that would otherwise be directed
to a landfill. Since its launch in 2003, the Phones for Food program has generated over $750,000
for Food Banks Canada and the food bank community and diverted approximately 500,000
wireless devices from landfills. In 2010, Food Banks Canada was the recipient of Canadian
Wireless Technology "Connected to Community" award for the Phones for Food program.
"This program is unique in that it provides much needed funds to support Food Banks Canada
and the food bank community while also collectively reducing our environmental impact, making it
a win-win situation," says Katharine Schmidt, Executive Director, Food Banks Canada. "We are
grateful for the support of Canadians who have made the effort to recycle their mobile devices
and made this program a continual success."
The Phones for Food program is supported by Rogers Communications and Purolator Inc., who
have been sponsors since the program launched.
Global Electric Electronic Processing Inc. (GEEP) has recently been designated the phone
recycling supplier for the Phones for Food program. GEEP, a Canadian Company, is a leader in
the Electronic Recycling Industry and works to divert electric and electronic waste from landfills.
Participating in the program is as simple as one, two, three:
Individuals or businesses can drop off their used cellular devices at any Rogers or Fido branded
store across Canada or mail their old cell phone in to the program via the envelope provided with
the purchase of a new cell phone.
Phones are processed by GEEP, a phone recycling supplier.
Funds generated as a result of phone collections are donated to Food Banks Canada and the
food bank community.
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Make Earth Day your environmental call to action and donate all used mobile phones and
handheld devices to the program.
About Phones for Food
Phones for Food is an award winning handheld collection and recycling program sponsored by
Rogers Communications and Purolator Inc. which provides new resources for the alleviation of
hunger. Since its launch in 2003, the Phones for Food program has generated over $750,000 for
Food Banks Canada and the food bank community and diverted approximately 500,000 wireless
devices from landfills. For more information on Phones for Food, visit www.phonesforfood.com.
About Food Banks Canada
Food Banks Canada is the national charitable organization representing the food bank community
across Canada. Our members and their respective agencies serve approximately 85 per cent of
people accessing emergency food programs nationwide. Our mission is to meet the short term
need for food and find long-term solutions to reduce hunger. Visit www.foodbankscanada.ca for
more information.
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Appendix J
Bell On-line Module
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Bell in Brief communication to employees
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Appendix K
Promotional Support for Waste Reduction Week
Provincial Web site

National Web site
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National banner ad
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National poster
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Recycle My Cell Web site
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Recycle My Cell Facebook page and Twitter feed
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Member Twitter feed
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Announcement of 2011 Recycle My Cell Student Challenge winners
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Canadian Students Recognized for Environmental Leadership
Feb. 15, 2012

Canadian Students Recognized for Environmental Leadership Recycle My Cell Student
Challenge Winners Announced
OTTAWA – February 15, 2012 – Recycle My Cell, Canada’s national recycling program for mobile
phones and accessories, today announced the winners of the 2011 Recycle My Cell Student
Challenge. Held in partnership with Waste Reduction Week in Canada, the Challenge saw Canadian
students from kindergarten to post-secondary collecting as many old wireless devices as possible,
including cell phones, smartphones, wireless PDAs, pagers, accessories and cell phone batteries.
From October 17 to November 17, 2011, students from 134 schools across Canada participated in the
second annual Challenge and collected more than 6,000 wireless devices and close to 600 kilograms
of wireless accessories and batteries. Almost twice as many schools stepped up to the Challenge in
2011, bringing in more than 2,000 more devices than were recovered during the first Challenge in
2010.
“The level of enthusiasm and participation by students in the 2011 Challenge was truly amazing,” said
Bernard Lord, President & CEO of the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA).
“These young Canadians have a great understanding of how important programs like Recycle My Cell
are to our environment. On behalf of the wireless industry, I want to thank each and every one of them
for their leadership.”
The school in each participating province or territory that collected the most cell phones, based on
student population, will receive a $500 donation to support the school’s green initiatives, as well as a
new smartphone that the Principal will award to a student who has shown outstanding leadership in
environmental protection.
The winning schools are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

McKenzie Lake School, Calgary, Alberta
Bench Elementary School, Cowichan Bay, British Columbia
École Lagimodière, Lorette, Manitoba
Saint Mary’s Academy, Edmundston, New Brunswick
Immaculate Heart of Mary School, Corner Brook, Newfoundland and Labrador
Whitney Pier Memorial Junior High School, Sydney, Nova Scotia
Inuksuk High School, Iqaluit, Nunavut
Dante Alighieri Academy (Beatrice Campus), Toronto, Ontario
Colonel Gray Senior High School, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island
CPE Le Jardin des Rêves, Saint-Laurent, Québec
Pangman School, Pangman, Saskatchewan

The Recycle My Cell Student Challenge was made possible by the generous support of the Recycle
My Cell Partners: Bell, Dell Canada Inc., GEEP Inc., GREENTEC, LG Electronics Canada Inc., Lynx
Mobility, Mobilicity, Motorola Mobility, MTS, Nokia, Research In Motion, Rogers Communications,
Samsung, SaskTel, Sims Recycling Solutions, Sony Ericsson, TBayTel, TELUS, Videotron, Virgin
Mobile Canada and WIND Mobile.
Recycle My Cell congratulates all participants in the 2011 Challenge for a job well done. If your school
is interested in participating in the next Challenge, please contact info@recyclemycell.ca. If you would
like to host a year-round Recycle My Cell collection site, please visit
http://recyclemycell.ca/host_dropoff.php. There is no cost to participate, and you will be providing a
valuable service to your community by ensuring that e-waste is recycled responsibly.
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About Recycle My Cell
Recycle My Cell is Canada’s national recycling program for mobile phones and accessories. The
bilingual Web site – www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.recyclemoncell.ca – allows consumers to simply
enter their postal code to locate the 10 drop-off locations closest to them where their devices will be
accepted, regardless of brand or condition. The free program is run by the Canadian Wireless
Telecommunications Association (CWTA), in conjunction with cell phone carriers and handset
manufacturers, who have come together to raise awareness about the importance of cell phone
recycling.
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Appendix L
Recycle My Cell Student Challenge

Winning Schools

Participated

Cell (units)
recovered in
province

Battery (kg)
recovered in
province

Accessory (kg)
recovered in
province

15
8
2
10
63
2
2
18
3
4
7
134

858
258
22
120
3894
40
7
323
225
49
418
6214

12.7
5.4
0.5
2.7
55.3
0.9
0
5.9
3.6
1.4
5
93.4

63.9
10.9
2.3
5.9
42.2
0.9
0
8.2
16.3
2.7
13.6
166.9

Alberta
McKenzie Lake School
British Columbia
Bench Elementary School
Manitoba
Ecole Lagimodiere
New Brunswick
Saint Mary s Academy
Newfoundland
Immaculate Heart of Mary School
Nova Scotia
Whitney Pier Memorial Jr. High School
Nunavut
Inuksuk High School
Ontario
Dante Alighieri Academy - Beatrice Campus
Prince Edward Island
Colonel Gray Senior High School
Québec
CPE Le Jardin des Reves
Saskatchewan
Pangman School
Total
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Appendix M
Green Action Centre’s Web site
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Winnipeg 311 Web site
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Pitch-In Canada’s Web site
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Environment Canada’s Web site
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Appendix N
Sample of RMC Promotional Materials
Brochure

Tent Card
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Poster

Add
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Appendix O
CWTA Press Release for Earth Day
Recycling Old Cell Phones Couldn't be Easier
Canadians urged to make a difference during Earth Week 2011
OTTAWA, April 18 /CNW/ - Recycle My Cell - Canada's free cell phone recycling program - is calling
on Canadians from coast to coast to round up their old cell phones and accessories during Earth Week
2011 and do their part in protecting our environment.
Recycling cell phones couldn't be easier, and better still, it's free! The bilingual Web site www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.recyclemoncell.ca - allows consumers to simply enter their postal
code to locate the 10 drop-off locations closest to them where their devices will be accepted,
regardless of brand or condition. If someone can't visit one of the more than 3,500 drop-off sites
across the country, the Web site also provides printable postage-paid labels to use for mailing their
wireless devices, making recycling a wireless device hassle-free and at no cost to the consumer.
And just as important, the proceeds from the recycled devices contribute to some great charities at the
same time. In the past two years alone, Recycle My Cell has raised close to $1 million for a variety of
national and local charitable organizations.
Recycle My Cell is run by the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA), in
conjunction with cell phone carriers and handset manufacturers, who have come together to raise
awareness about the importance of cell phone recycling.
"There is no reason whatsoever that a cell phone should ever end up in one of Canada's landfills," said
CWTA President & CEO Bernard Lord. "The wireless industry and its customers have proven that a
no-cost-to-the-consumer formula for the responsible management of e-waste not only exists, but is
thriving."
Visitors to the Web site will also find information about how to clear their device of all personal data
before they drop it off at a recycling site. Site visitors with any additional questions can contact a
representative at info@recyclemycell.ca, or call the toll-free support number at 1-888-797-1740.
All of the processors involved in the Recycle My Cell program have environmental management
systems in place that guarantee accountability and knowledge of the environmental impacts
associated with recycling. Processors associated with the program must be ISO certified or certified
under Electronic Product Stewardship Canada's Recycling Vendor Qualification Program.
Recycle My Cell is made possible with participation from: Bell, GEEP, GREENTEC, LG Electronics
Canada, Inc., Lynx Mobility, Motorola Mobility, MTS, Nokia, ReCellular, Research In Motion, Rogers,
Samsung, SaskTel, Sims Recycling Solutions, Sony Ericsson, TBayTel, TELUS, Videotron, Virgin
Mobile Canada and WIND Mobile.
Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA)
CWTA is the authority on wireless issues, developments and trends in Canada. It represents cellular,
PCS, messaging, mobile radio, fixed wireless and mobile satellite carriers as well as companies that
develop and produce products and services for the industry. (www.cwta.ca)
For further information:
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Appendix P
Paid advertisement
Earth Day
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